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Asia/Pacific to register most
rapid growth through 2020
The Asia/Pacific region was the largest regional market for
flat glass in 2015, accounting for more than half of global
demand in value terms. The region is also expected to
exhibit the fastest gains through 2020, benefiting from the
presence of the five fastest growing national markets for
flat glass worldwide: India, Indonesia, China, Thailand,
and Vietnam. Within the Asia/Pacific region, China is the
dominant flat glass consumer, representing 64 percent of
the regional total on a value basis in 2015.

Motor vehicle production
slows in North America
In North America, demand is expected to decelerate from
gains between 2010 and 2015 as motor vehicle production
slows dramatically. Growth in Western Europe will be
similar to that seen during the 2010-2015 period as
building construction spending rebounds. Demand in
Eastern Europe will outpace that in Western Europe,
largely due to accelerations in building construction
spending and motor vehicle production.

Glass-consuming products shift
manufacturing output
Gains in demand for flat glass in North America and
Europe will be constrained by the shifting dynamics of

global manufacturing, as producers of a wide variety of
glass-consuming products are expected to increase
operations in developing regions. As a result, increased
manufacturing output and investment in commercial
facilities will allow demand for flat glass in Central and
South America and the Africa/Mideast region to grow
faster than in North America and Europe through 2020.

Solar energy provides opportunity
The architectural market will remain the largest source of
demand for flat glass in 2020. However, stronger growth
is expected in other markets, stimulated by products such
as electronic displays. Demand for flat glass in the solar
energy market should be particularly fast as many countries increase investment in renewable energy. Solar
energy applications accounted for 200 million square
meters of flat glass consumption in 2015, a figure that is
expected to triple by 2020.

Study coverage
This study analyzes the world flat glass market. It presents
historical data (2005, 2010, 2015) plus forecasts for 2020
and 2025 for supply and demand, as well as demand by
market and float glass production capacity by company, in
6 regions and 21 major countries. The study also assesses
key market environment factors, examines the industry
structure and evaluates company market share data.
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World Flat Glass
Industry study with historical data for 2005,
2010 & 2015 plus forecasts for 2020 & 2025
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China: Flat Glass Demand by Market
Through 2020, demand for fabricated flat glass in China is projected
2005 2010 2015 2020 2025
to advance 8.2 percent per year to $38.9 billion. China will continue to Item    
be among the fastest growing national markets for flat glass worldwide,
although the pace of gains will slow considerably relative to the 2010- Bldg Construction Expenditures (bil 2014$)
2015 period.  Some of the slowdown in demand for flat glass in value
$ architectural glass/000$ bldg constr
terms will be attributable to a more modest outlook for price growth.   					
Historically, prices for flat glass in China have been well below the
Motor Vehicle Production (000 units)
global average, reflecting the large amounts of lower-quality float glass $ OEM MV glass/motor vehicle
produced in the country along with low penetration rates for value-added
					
products. In recent years, as the average quality of flat glass produced Manufacturing Value Added (bil 2014$)
in China rose, prices advanced to levels more comparable to those seen $ other flat glass/000$ MVA
in other developing countries.  As a result, the extremely rapid price 					
gains seen in China’s flat glass market between 2005 and 2015 are not Fabricated Flat Glass Demand
expected to be continue.
Architectural
Motor Vehicle:
The architectural market held the largest share of flat glass demand
OEM
in China in 2015, and will continue to do so going forward despite a
Aftermarket
projected deceleration in demand through 2020.  Building constructions Other Markets
pending is expected to slow from the rapid pace seen between 2005 and					
2015, limiting demand gains.  Increasing penetration of value-added
$ fabricated/square meter
products such as insulating glass, safety glass, and solar control glass Flat Glass Demand (mil sq meters)
will help contribute to growth in demand for fabricated flat glass in the
architectural market.
Source: The Freedonia Group
Demand for fabricated flat glass in the motor vehicle market in
China will benefit from continued strong gains in motor vehicle production, bolstering usage of flat glass in OEM motor vehicle applications.  
China is expected to increase its share of world motor vehicle output
from 26 percent in 2015 to 30 percent in 2020. Demand for flat glass in
the motor vehicle aftermarket will also exhibit rapid growth as rising

TABLE VII-4
CHINA: FLAT GLASS SUPPLY & DEMAND

This study can help you:
• Determine your market & sales potential
• Learn more about industry competitors
• Assess new products & technologies
• Identify firms to merge with or acquire
• Complement your research & planning
• Gather data for presentations
• Confirm your own internal data
• Make better business decisions

Population (million persons)
per capita GDP
Gross Domestic Product (bil 2014$)
					
square meters flat glass/capita
square meters flat glass/mil $ GDP
					
Flat Glass Demand (mil sq meters)
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Related Studies
Residential Windows & Doors
US demand for residential windows and doors is
projected to grow 6.0 percent per year through 2020
to $25.6 billion. Among material types, plastic will post
the most rapid growth, though wood wiil continue to
account for the largest share of the US market, This
study presents historical demand data plus forecasts
for 2020 and 2025 by product, material, market and
US region. In addition, the study analyzes market
environment factors, assesses the industry structure,
evaluates company market share, and profiles US
industry competitors.

#3427.................. July 2016.................... $4900

Contract Cleaning Services
Revenues for contract cleaning services in the US will
rise 3.2 percent annually to $65 billion in 2019. The
dominant nonresidential market will benefit from an
ongoing expansion in nonresidential floor space and
number of businesses. However, the smaller residential market will grow the fastest. Exterior cleaning will
be the fastest growing service. This study analyzes
the $55.7 billion US contract cleaning service industry,
with forecasts for 2019 and 2024 by service, market
and US region. The study also evaluates company
market share and profiles industry players.

#3371............. December 2015............... $5300

Construction Outlook in China
Construction expenditures in China will rise 7.8
percent per annum through 2019. Nonresidential
building will remain the largest and fastest growing
segment, driven by growing consumer spending for
manufactured goods and services. Residential building construction will benefit from migration from rural
to urban areas. This study analyzes the 17.6 trillion
yuan construction industry in China, with forecasts
for 2019 and 2024 by market and geographic region.
The study also evaluates company market share and
profiles industry participants.
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World Windows & Doors
Global demand for windows and doors is projected
to rise 5.9 percent annually through 2019 to $233
billion. Growth in the dominant Asia/Pacific market will
slow but remain the fastest growing, followed closely
by North America. Doors will outpace windows, and
nonresidential buildings will outpace the residential
market. This study analyzes the $175 billion world
window and door industry, with forecasts for 2019
and 2024 by product, material and market in 6 world
regions and 21 major countries. The study also details
company market share and profiles industry players.
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Freedonia’s methods
• Establishing consistent economic & market forecasts
• Using input/output ratios, flow charts & other economic methods
		 to quantify data
• Employing in-house analysts who meet stringent quality standards
• Interviewing key industry participants, experts & end users
• Researching a proprietary database that includes trade publications,
		 government reports & corporate literature

About The Freedonia Group
The Freedonia Group is a leading international industry market research company that
provides its clients with information and analysis needed to make informed strategic
decisions for their businesses. Studies help clients identify business opportunities,
develop strategies, make investment decisions and evaluate opportunities and threats.
Freedonia research is designed to deliver unbiased views and reliable outlooks to
assist clients in making the right decisions. Freedonia capitalizes on the resources of its
proprietary in-house research team of experienced economists, professional analysts,
industry researchers and editorial groups. Freedonia covers a diverse group of
industries throughout the United States and other world markets. Industries analyzed
by Freedonia include:
Automotive & Transport • Chemicals • Construction & Building Products • Consumer
Goods • Energy & Petroleum • Industrial Components • Healthcare & Life Sciences
• Machinery & Equipment • Metals, Minerals & Glass • Packaging • Plastics & Other
Polymers • Security • Services • Textiles & Nonwovens • Water Treatment
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